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01.Description:
Please note: The following pertinent information has been extracted from the Historic England listing: 1122320






Oak House (Grade: II), formerly known as Blyth and Pawsey Limited.
The house originates in the earlier 16th century with alteration through at least the 19th and 20th
centuries.
Originally timber framed, the No.2 storey property now comprises of partly plastered, partly painted
brick, (stretcher bond) and is roofed with slate tiles.
Roof areas were rebuilt above tiebeam level in the C19.
This house is based around a surviving part of an early circa C16 house which formerly extended to the
South East.

Figure 1 – Location/Listing Mapping.
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02.Currently Understood Built History:
16th century (1501-1600)


Original timber farm building constructed.

17th century (1601-1700)


Unknown at this time.

18th century (1701-1800)


Unknown at this time.

19th century (1801-1900)



Assumed alterations. Including erection of road facing gable end and redbrick built extensions to
side/rear.
Part/full Industrial use.

20th century (1901-2000)














1914 - Property existing as 3 tenements. Part rendered, part red brick, including thatched timber
framed structure to east. Sited where the access now leads to the side/rear of the existing property.
1947 - Property existing as 3 tenements. Part rendered, part red brick, including thatched timber
framed structure to east. Sited where the access now leads to the side/rear of the existing property.
1952 - Property existing as 2 tenements. Part rendered, part red brick.
1981 - Extension to agricultural engineers workshop.
1982 - Proposed detached garage.
1984 - Proposed re-organisation of existing uses within existing buildings and additional industrial
workshop and toilet facilities.
1984 - Proposed demolition of storage building and erection of 3'6" wall and 6' fence.
1984 - Erection of porch to front elevation, insertion of window and block up doorway.
1995 - Proposed internal alterations to enlarge lounge and provide conservatory extension.
1995 - Proposed alterations to form internal toilet accommodation, and demolition of external toilet
block.
1995 - Erection of boundary wall.
1995 - Proposed internal alterations.
1998 - Proposed painting of window frames and brickwork, replacement of front and back door and
window to new position.

21st century (2001-Present)


2019 - To repaint exterior of house and windows

03.Ridgewells Built History:






Ridgewell was mentioned in the Domesday Book. Circa 1018.
Ridgewell’s population was 509 in the 2011 census in 216 households.
Ridgewell has a village shop, primary school and two pubs (the White Horse and the King's Head)
St Laurence's Church dates from the 14th century and is a grade I listed building.
Some additional circa 35 listed buildings are located within Ridgewell amongst other more ‘modern’
offerings.
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04.Ridgewell’s Colour Pallet:

Figure 2 – Ridgewell’s Colour Pallet.
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05.Previous Application:
Reasoning for refusal:
‘Whilst repainting the exterior of the property is welcomed, the chosen colour is not considered sympathetic to
the property nor its immediate context.’
The applicant should seek ‘a colour which complements the nineteenth century principle elevation (rather than a
colour suited to the original sixteenth century fabric).’
(Application reference: 19/00009/LBC)

06.Colour Guidance:
Previously received advice from Braintree LPA/Place Services:
‘Oak House, a Grade II listed building of sixteenth century origin though of predominantly nineteenth century
character externally.’
‘At present Braintree District Council does not have guidance on painting historic buildings, however, much of the
guidance on this topic provided by Tendring District Council is transferrable:
https://www.tendringdc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/planning/heritage%2C%20conservation%20%26%
20trees/Painting_booklet_PS_booklet_v6_27910.pdf’

Extracts from Tendring’s Technical Advice on Painting:
Page 7 section 5 paragraph 1:
‘The earliest colours were ones which did not need elaborate processing. Bullocks’ blood, also used for making
mud floors dust-proof, was still being used in the latter half of the 19th century and the other colours, soot,
charcoal and the earth colours, including ochres are still some of the best and most permanent pigments known
today’

Page 8 section 5 paragraph 3:
‘Colours popular at the end of the 18th century were grey, lead, ash, stone, buff, sage green, pea green, light
willow green, grass green, apricot, peach, orange, fine yellow, fawn, olive green, light timber and brick.’
‘The increasing use of coal during the early 19th century polluted the atmosphere so much that it was
impractical to use white outside. At first it was tinted with ochre or black’.

Page 9-10 section 6 paragraph 3:
‘Paint is the traditional finish to external joinery. In terms of the colour joinery does not necessarily need to be
white, sometimes blues, greys or black will be just as suitable if not better than white providing a more
harmonious colour.’
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Extracts from The Little Green Paint Company:
www.littlegreene.com/paint/colour/grey-paint-colours/scree-227
‘The use of this grey (referencing ‘SCREE’ 227) was relatively widespread in the 19th century as leftover paints
colours were often combined to create a ‘affordable’ alternative to purchasing new paint.’
(Please note: The Little Green Paint Company are endorsed by both the National Trust and English Heritage).

Extracts from Edward Bulmer, Natural Paint:
https://www.edwardbulmerpaint.co.uk/how-choose-colour-your-period-home
Although aimed at interiors the following can be applied to paint colour availability at each noted time period.
‘Georgian (18th Century) - George I and II: ‘Common colours’: Plain white through to Inferior Grey ‘Fancy
colours’: Drab Green, Granite Green, Eau de Nile ‘Timber colours’: Lute through to London Brown, Sang de
Boeuf.’
‘Georgian (18th Century) - George III: Plain white through to French Grey, Wash Stop through to Fine Grey,
Inferior Grey through to Verdigris, Pea Green through to Warm Stone, Etruscan Brown through to Lavender.’
‘Regency (Early 19th Century): Plain White through to Clay, Ash Grey, Ash Grey, Inferior Grey through to Sky Blue,
Sea Green through to Cerullian Blue, French Blue, Aquatic through to Verdigris, Invisible Green, Tea Green
through to Celadon, Warm Stone through to Ochre, Nicaragua through to Lilac Pink.’
‘Victorian (19th Century): Whiting through to Milk White, Silver White through to Mouse Grey, Slate, Aerial Tint,
French Blue through to Aquatic, Light Olive Green, Invisible Green, Tea Green through to Celadon, Brimstone
through to Clove, London Brown through to Laylock.’
(Please note: Greys similar to the proposed were readily available throughout the 18th and 19th centuries.)
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07.Existing Vs proposed (Photograph Vs Rendering):

Figure 3 – Oak House as Existing (Image taken March 2019)

Figure 4 – Oak House Proposed Rendering
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08.Conclusion:
Masonry:
We firmly believe the proposed grey (Farrow&Ball ‘Plummet’ or similar) is in keeping with the time period of the
property and that which was suggested by Place Services (19th century, see section 05).
As has been highlighted in section 06, the proffered design guide clearly states that colours such as soot and
charcoal were being utilized during the later half of the 19th century, going as far as to state that these are ‘some
of the best and most permanent pigments known today’.
(section 06. Extracts from Tendring’s Technical Advice on Painting:)
The design guide goes on to demonstrate the suitability of grey when mentioning ‘The increasing use of coal
during the early 19th century polluted the atmosphere so much that it was impractical to use white outside. At
first it was tinted with ochre or black’. We feel it fair in assuming this tinting/mixing of white with black would
result in shades grey. This utilization of tinted paint due to environmental conditions also respects the buildings
industrial character and history under Blyth and Pawsey Limited (an agricultural machinery manufacturer
previously utilizing Oak House as a foreman’s office).
(section 06. Extracts from Tendring’s Technical Advice on Painting:)
Further evidence supporting the use of grey comes from The Little Green Paint Company (a renowned
traditional paint manufacturer endorsed by both the National Trust and English Heritage), where they explain
the use of similar greys as to that proposed were ‘relatively widespread in the 19th century’. ‘As leftover paints
colours were often combined to create an affordable alternative to purchasing new paint.’
(section 06. Extracts from The Little Green Paint Company:)
Although aimed towards interiors, the extracts from Edward Bulmer – Natural Paint (another renowned
heritage design and paint manufacturing firm) demonstration the availability and expected use of greys
throughout the 18th and 19th centuries.
(section 06. Extracts from Edward Bulmer, Natural Paint:)

Fenestration:
Greys and blacks are known and established colours for heritage fenestration across a plethora of time periods.
This is supported by the Tendring design guide section 6 in which it states ‘paint is the traditional finish to
external joinery. In terms of the colour joinery does not necessarily need to be white, sometimes blues, greys or
black will be just as suitable if not better than white providing a more harmonious colour.’

Location:
Although arguably a purely subjective discussion, it is our view that the proposed colours not only reflect and
respect the building’s history, but that the colours also sit well with those already present in its surroundings,
contrasting subtlety and respectfully while highlighting the buildings individual historic liniage. Demonstrations
of this have been presented in both figures 2, 3 and 4. entitled Ridgewell’s Colour Pallet, Oak House as Existing
(Image taken March 2019) and Oak House Proposed Rendering, respectively.
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